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Updata continues collaboration with Trayport

Updata has fully integrated Trayport’s latest Joule desktop API. Joule Direct users can now link out directly to Updata Analytics charts from their Joule screen. This new integration also offers energy traders faster access to analysing price histories for their pre-trade decisions.

Updata Analytics has over 10 years experience of interfacing with Trayport’s products and is used by most firms trading power and gas in Europe. The Updata system offers energy traders the following main advantages:

1. The widest range of high end technical analysis techniques
2. The ability to cross compare and analyse data from over 50 other vendors
3. Powerful back-testing capability - with over 1,000 pre-written indicators and studies
4. Productivity tools for faster scanning, report writing and publishing
5. Data visualisation tools and forward curves

“Updata is excited to deepen our co-operation with Trayport and to be the first to be compatible with the Joule Desktop API. This is great news for our mutual clients migrating to or using Trayport’s Joule Direct SaaS platform allowing them to seamlessly switch over their existing Updata Analytics systems. The ability to chart in Updata from Trayport Joule Direct shows our commitment to making our systems work better together for clients.” David Linton, CEO, Updata

Ty Khan, Head of Trader Client Relationship Management at Trayport, said, “We are delighted to continue our collaboration with Updata. One of our key goals has always been to enrich the features and functionality of our software. This collaboration supports this goal by allowing mutual clients to have the flexibility of seamlessly using enhanced trading tools.”
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